








Interaction
Movement tokens

slider tool
With this tool, slider action and geometry 
can be input into the Cubby+ workspace. 
The slider tool can be bent to allow for 
different shaped sliders on the to be 
designed product. First the slider tool is 
positioned. After which the knob of the 
slider is squeezed and moved. When the 
desired slider length is reached the knob 
is released. 

turner tool
Turner action and geometry can be input 
into the Cubby+ workspace. User 
adaptable turning knobs define the 
expression of the turner geometry. First 
the turner tool is positioned in the Cubby+ 
workspace and activated by a little button 
at the side of the tool. The desired 
amount of turns is input after which the 
little button at the side is released.

display tool
Displays of different sizes can be input 
into the Cubby+ workspace. First the 
display tool is resized to the desired 
dimensions. Then it is positioned and   
activated. A display of the desired size is 
thus input.

light tool
Different kinds of light can be input into 
the Cubby+ workspace. Several light 
patterns can be made with this tool. Grids 
of light dots can be defined, but it is also 
possible to draw lines of light.

out an action with a movement token he 'stamps' a virtual controller 
or virtual actuator within Cubby's space. First we will explain our 
movement tokens, then we will discuss their possible applications.

Such virtual action geometry can then be connected on a 
separate network layer to define the interactive behaviour of the 
product to be designed. Once such a behaviour network is in place, 
re-entering and operating a movement token in Cubby triggers a 
sequence of events.

Though currently our movement tokens are rather conservative 
(buttons, sliders and LEDs) our ambition is to create a set that goes 
beyond the current product interaction language to match the 
richness of actions which is currently reserved for art installations.

We started with designing a computer tool to support the 
exploration of form. Our next step is to move towards a tool that will 
let the user explore form and interaction concurrently in the early 
phases of the design process. We are striving for a tool that allows 
the designer to simultaneously explore the feel of actions, the 
affordances of form and the behaviour of interactive products.

Currently we are exploring an idea of movement tokens. This is a 
collection of physical objects, each of which is equipped with location 
and orientation sensing. Using a movement token, a user can 
position an action within Cubby's work space. When the user carries 

Linking
Earlier we mentioned a separate network 
layer. We would like to explain shortly 
how this works. The tokens are equipped 
with a linking button and an activation 
button. When a new imprint of a token is 
created and a functional link with an 
existing imprint is desired one does as 
follows. The desired token is brought into 
the Cubby+ workspace. The linking 
button is pressed and the token is 
dragged through an existing imprint with 
which the link is desired. The existing 
imprint and the one in progress are now 
functionally linked. When the token is 
activated within the Cubby+ workspace 
the process of linking is completed. The 
links can be visualized in 3D similar to 
MAX/msp, an existing program. A 
screenshot of MAX/msp is shown below. 
MAX/msp is a product of cycling'74.
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